Mobile Fly Wire Zipline™
FEEL THE RUSH OF FREEDOM WHILE YOU SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS.

- Weight Limit: 45-250 lbs (20-113 kg)
- Operating Height: 30' (9.15 meters)
- Operating Width: 10' (3.05 meters)
- Operating Length: *Up to 300' (91.50 meters)
- Dry Weight: 10,000 lbs (4,545 kg)
- Brake: Tandem Axle, Electric
- Decelerator: Decelinator™
- Counter Weight: 3,500 lbs (1,591 kg)

*300 feet is optional.
* We offer longer stationary zipline solutions.

With adjustable zip length from 100 to 300 feet, set up time in just minutes and the fastest cycle times on the market, this is the amusement industry’s zipline leader and solution. There is no other zipline product in the world that can compete with the Fly Wire’s™ completely controlled method of keeping zip-liners soaring with confidence. The Decelinator™ is a proprietary device that safely slows down zip-liners.

Yes, you can zipline an entire football field length with our mobile Fly Wire Zipline™, the longest mobile zipline on the market!